Release Notes for 10/2/2018 WISEid/WISEstaff
Production Release
(Core Apps Team Sprint 170 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Added a CR Type filter to Agency Change
Requests

We added a new filter of “Change
Type” on the Messages and Change
Request screen. This allows users to
filter change requests by the type of
change.

WISEid: Bug Fix--Change Request Download is no
longer empty.

We fixed the Message and Change
Request download, so it works
correctly again.

WISEid: Bug Fix--Corrected loss of User Privileges
after upload

We had an issue when large file
uploads led to files losing their session
privileges for a few minutes, but this
has been resolved.

WISEid: Hotfix--Resolved Potential Matches
updating fields issue

We fixed an issue that occurred when
the email and WISEsecure Role values
were not updated during a potential
match and resolution to an existing
person.

WISEid: Hotfix--Resolved Potential Matches search
results issue

We had an issue where Local Person ID
and WISEid were not in the search
results for up to a day after when
doing a potential match to an existing
record. This was resolved.

WISEid: Increased Email Address to 255 characters

We increased the Email Address field
to allow up to 255 characters. There
was previous limit of 50, which was too
low for some districts.

WISEstaff: Added ability to Replace All or Update
Existing with file uploads

During both Contract and Assignment
Uploads, you now have new options.
● One option is to “Update
existing data for matching
records”. This updates records
in a Contract upload where the
WISEid and hiring agency are
the same as existing records. It
adds any new records that were
not already present.
○ For Assignments, this
option updates records
where the hiring agency,
working agency,
working school, and
assignment codes are
the same as existing
records, plus it adds
new records that were
not already present.
● The second option “Delete all
data and replace with new
upload” will delete all data in
the current year for your
selected upload type (contract
or assignment) and replace it
with what is in the current file
upload.
● These options could save each
district an hour or more of time
when entering contract and
assignment data

WISEstaff: Adjusted logic on error code 6360 to not We adjusted the validation warning
show for charter school districts
6360: “Your working agency has no
staff with reading specialist
assignments. If your agency has no
reading specialist, acknowledge this

warning. Otherwise, add reading
specialist assignment(s).” Now the
warning doesn’t trigger for an agency
that is a Charter or Charter
Management Organization.
WISEstaff: Bug Fix--All Staff Report "Assignments
Requiring License" filter works

We fixed an issue on the All Staff
Report where the Assignment
Requiring License filter was broken.

WISEstaff: Applied error code 3100 when contract
or assignment is uploaded without Local Person ID

We added a new second level
validation error 3100 that must be
resolved when a person has a Contract
and/or Assignment and no Local
Person ID for that hiring agency.
● This usually means you haven’t
done your Person Upload
correctly yet.
● This is needed so WISEdata
Roster can have teachers’ Local
Person IDs connected for your
agency. We recommend that
you complete Person Uploads
at least weekly during the
school year to avoid issues in
sending data or linking data
with WISEdata.

WISEstaff: Archived & deleted production staff
data >3 years

For performance reasons, we archived
data older than the current data and
two previous years’ data in the system.
Data is still available from the public
staff reports beyond that.

WISEstaff: CMO adjustments - Assignment UI
Working Agency

We modified the Assignment user
interface (UI) so that CMOs work
correctly.

WISEstaff: CMO adjustments - Assignment Upload

We modified the Assignment Upload
so that the CMOs work correctly.

WISEstaff: CMO adjustments - Contract Upload
faults

We modified the Contract Upload so
that the CMOs work correctly.

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--FTE 5700 message triggers
when it should.

We had an issue where the 5700 error
about too many FTE statewide
triggered for a person who had this
issue, but the hiring agency didn’t have
any FTE in the specific agency to
adjust. This message now works
correctly and should only trigger when
your hiring agency has FTE
contributing to the FTE sum.

WISEstaff: Removed Entity ID from Contract upload We removed the Entity ID field from
download
the Contract Upload and downloads.
This field is only updated by Change
Requests to DPI via a Person Upload or
Person/Staff Edit UI.
WISEstaff: Require comments to acknowledge
4034 warning

When acknowledging the 4034
warning about a missing Entity ID, we
now require comments about what is
happening with this person’s process
to obtain an Entity ID and license. We
have a prefilled list of statuses from
which you can pick and then add to or
edit. Choices include::
● Application is in process
● Staff person has left the district
● Staff person is on medical leave
● Other

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Validate Staff Data time stamp
issue

We fixed an issue when at the
beginning of the year, the Valiate Staff
Data timestamp wouldn’t populate
correctly the first time validations were
run.

WISEstaff: Validation Error for position 80 and 83
when school is not district wide

We had an issue when a staff
assignment had a position 80 or 83

assignment and the school was
something other than 0000 district
wide, then validation error 5878
should have triggered unless the
working agency was a CESA, Charter, or
state school. (It should not be
displayed for CESA=01, State = 05,
Charter = 49 and State Inst = 10.) This
was resolved.

